Mentored Training and Assessment
Mentor Agreement
As a mentor you will be required to complete the following processes for an individual mentee.
Please note that as a Mentor you are taking the responsibility of signing this individual off as a
competent Trainer Assessor, you need to be 100% confident in their standards of delivery and
assessment methods before you complete and sign this form, If you feel that they need further
observations or training to reach the standards expected by SLSGB, then you will need to arrange
further observations of the mentee.

In your role as a mentor you will be expected to guide and support your mentee through the
delivery and assessment of their desired course. By providing guidance and engaging in
mentoring relationships, SLSGB Mentors can benefit SLSGB and their individual club,
contributing to the future of SLSGB Training and assessment and gaining the personal
gratification of helping less experienced individuals grow professionally within their SLSGB
remit.
As the mentor you are required to complete the following;






Two session observations – one for a land based session and one for a water based session
(Please note that you need to see session plans for these observed sessions)
Observe the mentee leading the assessment of a course (that they have not trained on) and
then complete an Assessment decisions observation form – You need to complete this when
observing your mentee as a Lead Assessor
Complete the overleaf Mentor statement feedback form
Return this form to SLSGB

Mentor Statement
I (Mentor Name) …………………………………………………………………………………. agree to be a Mentor for the
following individual (candidate name) …………………………………………………………………………………. I can
confirm that I will not sign the named candidate off as a competent Trainer Assessor until I am
confident that they are competent in the standards expected by SLSGB to deliver within their
desired training area .
Mentor Name:
Mentor Signature:
Date:

Once this form is completed it must be sent to SLSGB for approval.
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Confirmation of Competence (To be completed by your mentor)
Mentee Name:
Date of observations:

Date

Mentor’s
Name

MIS Course
Number

Land session:
Water session:
Lead Assessment:
Comments on overall mentored training delivery and assessment:

What were the Mentees strengths with delivering training and leading assessments:

Areas for development (if needed) and comments on how to make these improvements:

Mentored Delivery and
Assessment result:

Competent

Additional Mentoring Needed

□

□

If additional Mentoring is needed what support does the Mentee require?

Mentor Signature:
Date:
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